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Abstract 
Lithium ion batteries play a prominent role as an energy storage device with increasing importance in various sectors. Based on 
reasonable power and energy density of Li-ion batteries, they occupy a huge market share on consumer market such portable 
electronic devices and electro mobility. Besides that, stationary applications have a strong market development. One key role 
could be grid support in an energy system with high share of renewable energy. In this case balancing power such as primary 
control reserve may utilize lithium battery systems as most promising technology because of its efficiency and cost structure. 
In this paper a correlation between cycling at various states of charges (SOC) and its capacity loss of commercial lithium ion 
batteries are shown. The investigated chemistry consists of a graphite based anode and LiNi0.80Co0.15Al0.05O2 (NCA) oxide based 
cathode. Using cyclic voltammetry allows showing the physico chemical impact of degradation mechanism. One aspect is the 
change in crystal structure of the cathode material NCA by cycling around specific SOC with small depth of discharge (DOD). 
There is a correlation between lithium ion battery lifetime with NCA based cathode and SOC dependent cycling with small 
DODs, which has a huge impact on optimization battery storage systems for single or multi use cases. 
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1. Introduction 
The vision to decouple temporally energy supply and demand is obvious in general, thereby flexibility in 
operation mode and time are generated. Particularly in power grid with high share of renewable power sources 
adaptability is the consequence. The energy storage market is still growing and promising [1]. However, the 
bandwidth of different storage technologies is huge and a competitive cost structure of energy storage systems is 
only in special use cases realizable [2]. The possible paradigm shift from centralized power grid to decentralized 
power grid [3] enables new opportunities for storage systems to get also in cost structure attractive. The 
decentralization leads also to growing and enhancement of microgrids. In microgrids electrical grid support is one 
key challenge to solve, caused on decreasing rotating masses. Therefore especially battery storage systems will play 
in that scenario a crucial role [4]. 
Also in present one promising use case scenario for Lithium Ion Battery storage systems exists [5]. In detail two 
business cases are put together, by combine residential battery systems to store renewable energy and in addition to 
deliver primary control reserve in a virtual storage power plant [6].  
 
Fig. 1 Histogram with standard normal deviate density function containing main P and standard deviation V of real grid frequency data from July 
2015 [7] measured each 10 seconds. 
In Fig. 1 the deviation of real frequency data, which represents the requirements of primary control reserve is 
shown. Based on this data it is obvious that no full cycles for primary control reserve are relevant, but partial cycle 
will gain in importance. In addition low power and therefore current will be expected cell sided. Moreover it is 
necessary to know where it is possibly to optimize cycle range, particularly in a virtual power plant, caused on 
higher degrees of freedom while operating. 
2. Methodology 
The lifetime of battery storage systems is one key parameter for a profitable operation. Particularly for grid 
support with decentralized distributed battery storage systems the aging behavior is a main driver for optimization, 
caused on various possibilities to control the virtual power plant. As mentioned the grid frequency deviation around 
50 Hz is most of the time in a small range and lead to the assumption, that small depth of discharges for primary
control reserve are a suitable assumption. In addition low power according the grid frequency data is also a 
convenient condition. 
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Following those considerations the cycle test to evaluate aging behavior was carried out at C/3 current on a 45 Ah 
cell with graphite based anode and LiNi0.80Co0.15Al0.05O2 (NCA) oxide based cathode. The cycle depth per each 
cycle is 10% of capacity. In order to get a state of charge trend the cycle test is performed around 30% and 70% with 
2 cells per each configuration. The tests are executed with a commercial battery test system Basytec XCTS. For 
temperature regulation the climate chamber CTS T-40/350 is used. After every 1000th partial cycle with 10% depth 
of discharge (DOD) for each state of charge between 3.53V and 3.62V (30% SOC) and between 3.65 and 3.85V 
(70% SOC) a capacity determination is provided to evaluate the aging process. 
In order to understand the aging behavior a cyclic voltammetry is realized by multi-channel potentiostat EC-Lab 
Biologic VMP3 and current Booster VMP3 B-10 to get an impact on electrochemical phenomena at the electrodes 
[8], [9]. In detail the current response of a constant potential scan rate is detected. The measurement was carried out 
at a pristine cell with a potential scan rate of 0.02 mVs-1 and ambient temperature at 25°C regulated by the climate 
chamber Binder KB 53 and one aged cell at 90% residual capacity under same conditions. 
Based on the aging data two different aging models are developed and analyzed. The first approach is a linear 
model delineated with equation (1) to describe the aging behavior of the measurement. This approach is used caused 
of simple implementation for instance at optimization programs to handle the calculating time. In equation (1) is a
the fitted SOC dependent coefficient to describe the slope of aging depending on SOC and Capacity/Capacityin 
describes the capacity trend regarding the variable Z the cycle count in full cycle equivalents. 
1+(SOC)Z=(Z) 
Capacity
Capacity
in
ntdevelopeme a    (1)
One further applied aging model for battery degradation estimation is a square root approach [10]. Mainly 
calendric aging could be described by square root function [11] and is in this paper applied at cycling aging in 
general with equation (2), where ܾ is the fitted SOC dependent coefficient and Capacity/Capacityin describes the 
capacity trend regarding the variable Z the cycle count in full cycle equivalents. 
1+Z(SOC)=(Z) 
Capacity
Capacity
in
ntdevelopeme b    (2)
By means of these fundamental equations the aging dependency of state of discharge is described and lifetime 
estimation is carried out. 
3. Results 
After 10000 partial cycle and so 1000 full cycle equivalents different aging trends between cycling around 30% 
and 70% with 10% DOD are observed in Fig. 2. Cycling around 70% state of charge which is represented by dark 
grey dots leads to a higher capacity loss compared to cycling around 30% SOC which is illustrated by light grey 
dots. In this case different aging mechanisms are involved. 
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Fig. 2. Capacity aging process of cycling around 30% SOC (light grey dots) with 10% DOD and 70% SOC (dark grey dots) of a lithium ion 
battery cell with LiNCA based cathode. Per each degradation trend two aging models are fitted. The linear models are dot-dashed lines and the 
square root models are dashed lines with each color compared to measured color. 
Also two different models are with the least squares fitted per each degradation behavior. For the linear model the 
fit was done by equation (1) and the functions are illustrated by light grey dashed dot lines for cycling around 30% 
SOC and dark grey for cycling around 70% SOC. In addition the second models with square root function equation 
(2) are pictured by dashed lines with colors corresponding to aging data. In Table 1 the fitted coefficient ܽ for the 
linear and ܾ for the square root function aging models for cycling at different state of charges with 10% depth of 
discharge are shown. As presumed by investigating measured data the slopes of cycling around 70% are according 
to amount higher compared to cycling around 30% SOC and deliver shortened lifetime estimation. 
     Table 1. Fitted coefficients for cycling around 30% SOC and 70% SOC for linear and square root aging model. 
 Coefficient a  
Linear Model 
Coefficient b  
Sqrt Model 
Cycling around 30% SOC -3.9·10-5 -1.1·10-3 
Cycling around 70% SOC -1.3·10-4 -3.5·10-3 
Cycling around 30% SOC -3.9·10-5 -1.1·10-3 
The differences in aging trend have electrochemical reasons. The degradation mechanisms for each cell are 
different, even per each electrode. In order to understand electrochemical processes several in situ methods are 
possible such as impedance spectroscopy, DC voltage current relationship or post mortem analysis of half cells. One 
particular method to understand electrochemical processes and therefore degradation mechanism of battery cells is 
cyclic voltammetry. In this paper the cell configuration is anode sided graphite with LiNi0.80Co0.15Al0.05O2 (NCA) 
based cathode. For this chemistry two main driver for degradation are known in consideration of the cathodic main 
degradation mechanism that is expected by NCA cells [12]. First of all a high depth of discharge, greater than 70%, 
lead to a rapid loss of cell capacity [13]. In this case micro cracks on the boundary layer are generated which leads 
to an irreversible damage [14]. High current density intensifies those material phenomena [15]. But both boundary 
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conditions are not given in that carried out tests. The tests are performed with low depth of discharge of 10% and 
with C/3 current. Therefore other mechanisms are responsible for that different aging behavior.  
In Fig. 3 two cyclic voltammograms are shown. The first graph shows a pristine NCA based lithium ion cell 
pictured by dark grey line and the second graph shows a cell after cycling with 90% residual capacity represented by 
light blue dashed line. The ambient temperature is constant regulated at 25°C and the potential scan rate is fixed to 
0.02 mVs-1. 
 
Fig. 3 Cyclic voltammograms of a commercial NCA cathode based lithium Ion full cell as pristine cell (dark grey line) and after cycling with 
90% residual capacity (light blue line) at 25°C ambient temperature and a scan rate of 0.02 mVs-1. 
Two reduction and oxidation peak pairs are seen in Fig. 3. The differences in curve behavior between pristine and 
cycled cell is around 3.7 V remarkable. In this region a phase transition between monoclinic and hexagonal crystal 
structure occurs [16]. The direct impact of phase transition and aging behavior of NCA is not studied well. The most 
studies occupy with high current rates and high depth of discharge, where micro cracks are the dominant aging 
mechanisms. But in [16] a possibly relationship is detected. 
4. Discussion 
In order to examine the aging models the accuracy of the models is investigated. 
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Fig. 4 Parity plots with respect to the linear a) cycling around 30% SOC and b) cycling around 70% SOC and square root aging models c) cycling 
around 30% SOC and d) around 70% SOC with each coefficient of determination. The dashed lines are the ±1% error range. 
In Fig. 4 the parity plots with ±1% error range of the fitted square root model a) at cycling around 30% SOC and 
b) cycling around 70%SOC regarding aging behavior are shown. The subplots c) cycling around 30%SOC and d) 
cycling around 70%SOC show the square root model. In each sub graph simulated data to measured data are plotted. 
Considering the coefficient of determination the square root model is only for cycling around 70% SOC the model 
with higher accuracy compared to the linear. The linear model is sufficiently accurate for both aging behavior, but 
for cycling around 70% the simulated data is quite underestimated. But nevertheless all graphs are closed to the ±1% 
error range. 
The aging models deliver with respect to estimation validity as shown in Fig. 4 reliable results due to error range 
of ±1%. Based on these models a lifetime prediction could be done. In Table 2 both models for both cycle tests are 
applied. The lifetime estimation for cycling around 30% compared to cycling around 70% is for both models quite 
higher. Considering the linear model for both end of life criteria 80% residual capacity or 70% residual capacity 
more than double lifetime is generated by cycling around 30% state of charge compared to 70% SOC. It is obvious 
that understanding cell chemistry and specific aging behavior an added value with respect to profitability could be 
generated. 
     Table 2. End of Life determination with different aging models. 
 Cycling around 30 %SOC Cycling around 70% SOC 
 Linear Model Sqrt Model Linear Model Sqrt Model 
EoL(80% capacity) 5011 (14.3y) 1 >9000 (25y)
1 1581 (4.5y) 1 3261 (9.3y) 1 
EoL(70% capacity) 7521 (21.5y) 1 >9000 (>25y) 1 2361 (6.7y)
 1 7341 (20.9y) 1 
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The lifetime estimation is also a conservative one. Considering the assumed full cycle of 350 per year for primary 
control reserve it is quite high, compared to frequency data in Fig. 1. Frequency control reserve is only at 60% of 
time necessary. At this time the frequency is out of deadband, which is between 49.99 and 50.01 Hz where no 
primary control reserve is expected. Based on this data evaluation, the frequency is continuously out of deadband for 
maximum several minutes and will than restore back into deadband. Regarding the real measured frequency data the 
conclusion is allowed, that the test condition are real life adapted. Considering the standard deviation V of 0.018, 
which means 68.3% of all data are in that range, supports the importance of that cycle results. In addition small 
cycle as well as small power for primary control reserve are a suitably approach to describe and optimize battery 
storage system particularly in virtual storage plants. In addition almost a symmetric grid frequency is observed. 
Therefore 50% plant storage level over all individual systems is beneficial. 
That the phase transition by cycling around 70% state of charge could have an impact and how to identify that is 
shown in [16]. In addition higher degradation at higher voltage potentials for anodic side such as lithium plating is 
known and in addition a lower charge transfer coefficient of lithium at 3.7V [18] is expected. But also here high 
current and particularly deep temperatures are necessary [19].  
Considering the beneficial 50% storage level over all individual systems, which is in Caterva virtual storage plant 
[6] carried out, the 30% SOC aging behavior is representing the distributed decentralized battery storage plant 
compared to the special aging behavior around 70% SOC. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper the influence of lifetime and thus commercial viability of grid services such as primary control 
reserve with battery storage system in a virtual storage plant with respect to cycling at specific state of charges for a 
specific chemistry, in this case LiNi0.80Co0.15Al0.05O2 (NCA) was discussed. It was shown, that cycling around 30% 
state of charge with 10% DOD has an increased lifetime expectation, than cycling around 70% state of charge. The 
cathode material was detected as mean reason for those differences in aging behavior and investigated by means of 
cyclic voltammetry. Based on real aging behavior two different aging models for the state of charge dependency 
were developed. The two capacity aging models were discussed, where one model linear and the second model a 
square root estimation trend assumed. For both degradation behaviors the linear model was sufficiently accurate as 
well within 1% error range. Also the general approach of deep influence of small DOD cycles regarding primary 
control reserve was discussed. With respect to real frequency data the small depth of discharge for primary control 
reserve is a crucial parameter. By adjusting the state of charge dependency especially by use of decentralized 
distributed lithium ion battery storage system in a virtual power plant, where it is possible to operate with different 
state of charges, an extension of lifetime can be generated. 
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